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Abstract 

This report presents the results of an experimental study of electrodeposition in nanoporous 
membranes to produce Co/Cu multilayered nanowires. Perpendicular giant 
magnetoresistance-ratios as high as 13% at room temperature and 17% at 9 K have been 
obtained. The dependenee of the GMR on the Cu layer thickness was studied yielding in a 
decrease in the GMR for large Cu layers which is expected from theory. The decrease in the 
GMR for very small Cu layers suggests that for the thinnest Cu layers the GMR is destroyed 
by ferromagnetic coupling arising from defects in the layers. This was confirmed by a strong 
increase of the saturation field at very small Cu layers when the field was applied 
perpendicular to the wire. For large Cu layers saturation field measurements showed that 
there is an in-plane magnetic anisotropy in the nanowires possibly induced by the shape of the 
nanowires. The temperature dependenee of the GMR was also studied. lt appeared that the 
GMR decreases slowly with temperature. At low temperatures the GMR curves show two 
well-separated peaks, presumably indicating that the coercive field is significant larger at low 
temperatures than at room temperature where the peaks overlap each other. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

1.1 General introduetion 

The discovery of giant magnetoresistance1 (GMR), which implies a relatively large change in 
electrical resistivity, in magnetic multilayers, has stimulated intense research activity, in 
particular because of the technological applications to magnetic recording and sensor 
technology. To date, materials that exhibit GMR have been made mostly by sputtering and 
molecular beam epitaxy, which require high vacuum. Recent advances in electrochemical 
techniques have shown that multilayers can be deposited from solutions at ambient 
temperature and pressure. 

By far the most of the GMR measurements have been carried out with the measuring 
current in the plane of the multilayers, the so-called Current-In-Plane (CJP) geometry. The 
reason is simple: it is very easy to measure the fairly large resistance of a thin film or 
multilayer when the current flows in the plane of the sample, because its length is typically 
orders of magnitude larger than its (film) thickness. However, when the measuring Current is 
Perpendicular to the multilayer Plane, the so-called current CPP geometry, the length of the 
sample is just the film thickness which is usually much smaller than the typical lateral 
dimensions. These ultra-low CPP resistances can only be measured reliably only by extremely 
sensitive techniques. In order to increase the resistance up to easily observable values, miero
or even nano-fabrication techniques can be used to reduce the cross-section of the sample. 

Recently it has been shown that electrodeposition in cylindrical pores of tracketched 
polycarbonate membranes, is such a nano-technique with which multilayers can be produced 
in the form of nanowires. The multilayers in these nanowires are perpendicular to the wire 
axis so that CPP magnetoresistance can be studied in a relatively easy way. For applications, 
the interest of the CPP geometry compared to the CJP geometry comes from the larger GMR 
obtained in CPP geometry for identical materials and similar thicknesses, as found in Co/Cu 
and Co/ Ag systems. 

This report is based on a graduation research project concemed with CPP 
magnetoresistance in electrodeposited Co/Cu multilayered nanowires. First the GMR effect 
will be described in chapter 2 with a simple physical model. Subsequently the basic theory 
consictering CPP geometry will be described here. In chapter 3 the whole process of 
producing nanowires by electrodeposition will be treated. Also the magnetoresistance 
measurements will be described here. In chapter 4 the experimental results will be presented. 
Finally in chapter 5 some conclusions will be discussed. 
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Chapter I Introduetion 

1.2 Technology assessment 

Some magnetic field sensors make use of the magnetoresistance effect. The earliest 
magnetoresistance element (MRE) made use of the AMR effect. This effect is relatively small 
and therefore seriously limit the sensitivity of the reading head. Since the discovery of the 
GMR effect the application potential in MRE's was soon acknowledged. Since the sensitivity 
of a MRE increases with increasing GMR effect, CPP GMR in magnetic multilayers is a very 
promising field for research, since in samples with this geometry very large GMR effects can 
be expected. A relatively easy way to produce multilayered samples with a CPP geometry is 
by using electrodeposition in nanoporous membranes. Although the electrodeposition process 
may not be quite appropriate to deposit multilayers with individual layer thicknesses around 
or below one nanometer it offers several practical advantages over vacuum techniques in 
terms of cost and faster growth rates. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory 

In this chapter first the magnetoresistance effect wil! be described. Next the origin 
of the giant magnetoresistance effect will be described and explained with a simple 
resistor model. Subsequently the CJP and the CPP geometry will be studied and a 
model by Valet and Fert will be used to theoretically describe the CPP 
magnetoresistance. 

2.1 Magnetoresistance 

The effect that the electrical resistance of a material changes when a magnetic field is applied 
is called magnetoresistance (MR). Bulk ferromagnetic materials usually exhibit the so-called 
anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) effect which is the dependenee of the electrical 
resistance on the direction of the magnetization with respect to the direction of the current. In 
general the resistance is minimal when the magnetization is perpendicular to the current 
direction and maximal when the magnetization and the current are parallel. lt is believed that 
the AMR-effect is associated with anisotropic scattering due tospin-orbit interaction. 

The geometry of the sample in the case of a ferromagnetic wire is of interest when 
studying the AMR effect, since one is dealing with an easy magnetization-axis parallel to the 
wire and a hard magnetization-axis perpendicular to the wire due to shape anisotropy of the 
system. As a result a magnetoresistance measurement at which the wire is parallel to the 
applied field (Fig. 2.1 a), the wire will saturate at a low field. This corresponds with a rapid 
increase in the resistance of the wire when applied to an increasing magnetic field. A 
magnetoresistance measurement at which the wire is perpendicular to the applied field (Fig. 
2.1 b) the wire will saturate at a high field. This corresponds with a slow decrease in the 
resistance of the wire when applied to an increasing magnetic field. In section 4.1 the above
mentioned will be confirmed with magnetoresistance measurements on electrodeposited 
cobalt wires. 
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Chapter 2 Theory 

(a) (b) 

I 

Figure 2.1. Field parallel to the wire (a) and perpendicular to the wire (b ). 

To be able to compare different magnetoresistance measurements the magnetoresistance-ratio 
is defined as 

MR-ratio(H) = R(H)- Rsat ·100% 

Rsat 
(2.1) 

where R(H) denotes the resistance at applied field and Rsat the resistance value at which the 
magnetization of the material is complete. The MR-ratio due to the AMR-effect amounts 
typically a few percent at room temperature. For instanee Rijks 19 found a value of 2% for 
NisoFezo thin films. 

2.2 Giant magnetoresistance 

In 1988 Baibich et al. 1 found a decrease at room temperature in electrical resistivity in Fe/Cr 
multilayers by a factor two when exposed to a magnetic field. Such a large magnetoresistance 
had never been observed before and could not be explained by any known mechanism at the 
time. This effect is the so-called giant magnetoresistance (GMR). However, the effect was not 
only very interesting from an academie point of view, also the application potential for 
magnetic sensors and recording was soon acknowledged. Due to the push in research by both 
universities and industrial laboratories, the understanding of the GMR effect has greatly 
increased. Nowadays it' s generally accepted that the origin of the GMR effect can be 
understood in terms of spin-dependent scattering of the conduction electrons. 

In general the GMR effect is observed in magnetic multilayers. These multilayers consists 
of a stacking of alternately magnetic and non-magnetic layers, where the layer thicknesses are 
in the order of nanometers. In antiferromagnetic (AF) coupled magnetic multilayers, the 
GMR effect can be understood with a simple resistor model (Fig. 2.2). 
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Chapter 2 Theory 

M NM M 
spin up@ spin up© 

spin down@ 

R(AP) 

Figure 2.2. Two magnetic layers are separated by a non-magnetic layer. In the case of 
antiparallel alignment (a) and parallel alignment (b). The bottam half of the figure 
shows the resistor model. 

The model of Fig 2.2 is based on the assumption that there are two current channels, one for 
spin-up and one for spin-down electrons. The GMR effect arises due to the fact that the 
resistance for the spin-channels are dependent on the orientation of the magnetic layers. The 
so-called spin-dependent scattering can be understood by a different density of states for the 
electrans in a fermmagnet at the Fermi-level (Fig. 2.3). In this figure the band structure of a 
magnetic metal (a) and a non-magnetic metal (b) are shown. Fora magnetic material the 3d 
bands for spin-up and spin-down are shifted in energy with respect to each other. The result is 
a difference in accupation of the spin-up and spin-down band which causes a net magnetic 
moment. Since scattering of electrans takes place near the Fermi-level the scattering 
probability is proportional to the density of states at the Fermi-leveL As a consequence the 
resistivities for the conduction electrans with opposite spin-orientation is different. As this 
scattering occurs in the bulk of the ferromagnetic materials it is referred to as bulk spin
dependent scattering. Another mechanism which gives rise to different resistivities for 
electrans with opposite spin-orientation, is spin-dependent interface scattering. The origin of 
this mechanism can be understood in terms of different potentials experienced at the interface 
for the electrans with opposite spin, due to a mismatch of the density of states for different 
materials. Also the roughness at the interface is believed to be able to induce spin-dependent 
scattering. 

Conclusively we are dealing with the schematic illustration of Fig. 2.2, with the electrans 
with a spin-orientation parallel to the magnetization scatter less than electrans with a spin
orientation antiparallel to the magnetization. 
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Chapter 2 Theory 

(a) E (b) E 

Figure 2.3. Schematic illustration of the band structure of a ferromagnetic material (a), 
and a non-magnetic màterial ( b ). 

Therefore for parallel magnetizations, one spin-channel has a high resistivity whereas the 
other spin-channel has a low resistivity, resulting in a total low resistance, R<P>. In the case of 
antiparallel magnetizations, both spin-channels experience an appreciable scattering, resulting 
in a higher total resistance, R<AP>. The GMR-ratio in multilayers is usually defined as 

R(AP)- R(P) 

GMR- ratio= (PJ · 100% 
R 

(2.2) 

2.3 Current-In-Plane geometry 

The first report of significant GMR on electrodeposited magnetic multilayers was publisbed 
by the Bristol group in 1993 when Alper et al. 14 measured MR changes of over 15% at room 
temperature in Cu/Ni-Co multilayers. Since then electrodeposition is an important alternative 
technique next to vacuum techniques for producing magnetic multilayers. At first the 
measurements concerned only CIP geometry for CPP geometry was much more difficult 
because of the very small resistance involved as mentioned in the introduction. In order to 
observe significant GMR in CIP geometry the electron mean free path should be large 
compared to the non-magnetic layer thickness, tN. Only in this case the electroos experience a 
difference in parallel and antiparallel configuration of the magnetizations. When the electron 
mean free path is smaller than the non-magnetic layer thickness, the layers can schematically 
be presented by resistors in parallel. In this configuration no GMR will be observed. 

A model frequently used for descrihing giant magnetoresistance in CIP geometry is the 
Camley Barnas model 15

• The model is based on the Boltzmann transport equation for thin 
films. The spin-dependent scattering in the bulk is modeled by the spin-dependent mean free 
paths, À. Furthermore, the transmission coefficients, T, at the interfaces, phenomenologically 
representing interface scattering, are taken spin-dependent By evaluating the two extreme 
magnetic configurations of parallel and antiparallel alignment of the magnetization of the 
magnetic layers, one can calculate the magnetoresistance ratio. This has been done by many 
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Chapter 2 Theory 

groups in the literature using the spin-asymmetry parameters <Xbutk =À Î/1..-1 and <lïnt = TÎ ff J,, 
which determine the magnitude of the GMR, as important fitting parameters. 

2.4 Current-Perpendicular-to-Plane geometry 

A bout three years after the discovery of giant magnetoresistance in CJP geometry, the first 
successful experiments on CPP magnetoresistance were realized. This was done by Pratt et 
al.Z who utilized a sensitive ·SQUID-based system on multilayers, with approximately 1 mm2 

in cross-section, in order to measure resistances up to 10-8 n. Later Gijs et al. 3 measured CPP 
GMR in microlithographically structured piUars with 6 - 130 llm2 in cross-section. Recently 
Gijs et al. 16 used grooved substrates on which Co/Cu multilayers are evaporated to study the 
CPP GMR. 

In 1994 two groups published the first results for CPP GMR in electrodeposited nanowires 
almost simultaneously8

•
10

• Both Blondel et al.8 at Lausanne and Piraux et al. 10 at Louvain 
used tracketched polycarbonate membranes as templates for their multilayered nanowires, 
with which cross-sections up to tenths of nanometers can be achieved. A schematic 
illustration of a polycarbonate membrane with multilayered nanowires is shown in Fig. 2.4. 

Figure 2.4. Schematic cross-section of a polycarbonate membrane with multilayered 
nanowires. 

Although the electrodeposition process may not be quite appropriate to deposit multilayers 
with individual layer thicknesses around or below one nanometer it offers several practical 
advantages over vacuum techniques in terros of costand faster growth rates and it's the only 
method for producing multilayers in nanoporous membranes. 
There are some significant differences between CPP GMR and CJP GMR, of which perhaps 
the most important is that in CPP geometry conduction electrans cross all layers and 
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Chapter 2 Theorv 

interfaces, whereas in the CIP geometry the region sampled depends on the mean free path of 
the electrons. Although the thickness of the non-magnetic layer in CIP geometry should be 
small compared to the mean free path in order to observe CIP GMR, as mentioned in the 
previous section, this is no longer the case for CPP GMR. In CPP geometry however the 
relevant sealing length is a longer characteristic length in the order of the spin-diffusion 
length Us1). This is the length over which the conduction electron spin is relaxed. When the 
non-magnetic layer thickness, tN exceeds the spin-diffusion length, the conduction electrons 
would not remember the spin disorder as they pass through adjacent Co layers. The non
magnetic layer thickness at which CPP GMR diminishes to zero can be regarded as a 
reasonable measure for the spin-diffusion length. Another main difference, besides the 
different sealing lèngths for CIP and CPP geometry, comes from the existence of spin
accumulation in the CPP geometry. In the fermmagnet the current is spin polarized which 
gives rise to different spin flux coming to and going away from the interface with the non
magnetic materiaL This spin accumulation leads to a chemica! potential difference at the 
interface which one has to take in to account when descrihing the CPP magnetoresistance. 
The first model to describe MR in CPP geometry in a comprehensive way has been 
introduced by Valet and Fert, which will be discussed in the following. 

2.4.1 Model by Valet and Fert 

Valet and Fert4 calculated the problem of the CPP magnetoresistance in a microscopie model 
based on the Boltzmann equation. In this model there are two spin-asymmetry parameters ~ 
and y which determine the magnitude of the magnetoresistance. They express the difference 
in the resistivities of spin i and spin J- for bulk and interface scattering respectively. For bulk 
resistance yields: 

Pî<J-) = 2p~ [1-(+)~] (2.3) 

Here, p~= PF /(1-~2) with PF the experimentally measurable resistivity of the ferromagnetic 

layers (p~= PN for the non-magnetic spaeer layers, where ~ = 0). An analogous definition 
can be formulated for the interface resistance r: 

(2.4) 

Note that the spin-asymmetry parameters ~ and y are related to the parameters abutk and <lint 

by <Xbulk = (1+ ~)/(1- ~) and <lint= (l+y)/(1-y). 
The final result for the total resistance per unit area R, of a multilayer system consisting of 

M bilayers in the parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) configurations are: 

(2.5) 
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Chapter 2 Theory 

with 

(2.6) 

and 

(2.7a) 

(
A )2 [ t J 2 [ t J A2 1-' - y tanh _!j_ + _Y_ coth _F_ + _!-'_ 

* 1 N 21 N * 1 F 21 F * 
( AP) _ P N sf sf P F sf sf rb 

rs! - 1 [ t N J 1 [ t F J p2 

~ tanh --r:;- *F coth -F + -. [ ... 
p N1sf 21sf p Fz.if 2(if rb 

(2.7b) 

1 [ tN J 1 [ tF J ... ~ tanh --r:;- + *F coth -F ] 

p N 1sf 21.if p F 1sf 2f.v 

The ticknesses tN and tF are the ticknesses of the non-magnetic and ferromagnetic layers, 

respectively, whereas z.;fl and Z.~Jl denote the spin diffusion length in the non-magnetic and 

ferromagnetic layers respectively. 

When Z.~N) » tN and Z.~Jl » tF, Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7b) turn into the following relatively simple 

relations: 

(2.8a) 

1 1 ( 1 
R<P> = M 2p~(l- f3)tF + 2p~tN + 4rb* (1- y) + 

2p~(l + /3)t, + 2~~~" + 4r; (1 + y)) (2.8b) 

The Eqs. (2.8a) and (2.8b) correspond to the two current resistor model of Fig. 2.5a for the 
antiparallel configuration, and of Fig. 2.5b for the parallel configuration. 
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(a) 

spmup 

t 
spindown 

M 

(b) 

spm up p t t F = 2p ~(I - P )t F 

t 
spin down pttf =2p;(l+~)tf 

rt +r-!.. = 2,; 
2 

rt +r-1.. 
2r; 

2 

rt=2r;(l-y) 

r-1.=2r~(l+y) 

NM 

Theory 

rt +r-1.. = 2,. 
2 b 

M 

rt=2r;(l-y) p t t F = 2p ~ (1 - P )t F 

t 
r-1. = 2r: (1 + y) lp.1.-tr = 2p;(l+~)tr ~ 

Figure 2.5. Two current resistor model for CPP Giant magnetoresistance in the limit of 

lsf » tN, tF, for the general case of bath bulk scattering and interface scattering. In the 

case of antiparallel alignment (a) and parallel alignment (b). 

This model allows one to directly determine the spin-asymmetry parameters from CPP 
magnetoresistance measurements, which will be described the following, instead of fitting the 
data to the model in CIP geometry. This is one of the reasons for the large interest in CPP 
geometry compared to CIP geometry. 
When Eqs. (2.8a) and (2.8b) are combined the following relation can be derived: 
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Chapter 2 Theorv 

(2.9) 

where L denotes the total thickness of the sample and is defined by L = M(tF +tN). Here 

~(R(AP) - R(P) )R(APl is linear in M; the slope and the zero intercept correspond toy and ~ 
respectively, which is jllustrated in Fig. 2.6. 

-a.. 
c( 

0:: --a. 
0:: 

I -a. 
c( 

0:: -

M (: U2t) 

Figure 2.6. ~(R(AP) - R<Pl )R(AP> as a function of the number of bilayers, M, with a 

fixed total sample thickness, L. For simplicity, the individual thicknesses of the magnetic 
and non-magnetic layers are chosen equal and set to t, so that L = 2tM. The slope of the 
linear variation, which is expectedfor lst» t (M »U !51), can be derivedfrom (2.9). When 
M < U lst deviations from this linearity occur. 

This method however was not used in this report for determine the spin-asymmetry 
parameters for we were not able to determine the resistance per unit area as a consequence of 
unknown number of wires connected in parallel. 

Another equation which can be derived from Eqs. (2.8a) and (2.8b) is Eqs. (2.10). 

(2.10) 

The first part of Eqs. (2.1 0) can be easily related to the definition of the GMR as introduced 
in section 2.2, for it can easily be deduced that: 
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( J
-1/2 1/2 R(AP) - R(PJ GMR - ratio -

R(APJ = ( GMR- ratio+ 100) (2.11) 

From Eqs (2.1 0) and (2.11) it is clear that the second part of Eqs. (2.11) is linear in the non
magnetic layer thickness. When the GMR is measured as a function of the non-magnetic layer 
thickness, one can determine the spin-asymmetry parameters by analysis of the linear 
variatien of two different magnetic layer thicknesses 17

• In section 4.3 the dependenee of the 
GMR on the non-magnetic layer thickness is discussed. 
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Chapter 3 

Ex perimental 

To date mostworkon GMR in magnetic multilayers has used samples grown by 
vacuum methods, especially sputtering and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Recent 
advances in electrochemical techniques have shown that multilayers can be 
deposited from solutions at ambient pressure and temperature. Although the 
electrodeposition process may not be quite appropriate to deposit multilayers with 
individual layer thicknesses around or below one nanometer it offers several 
practical advantages over vacuum techniques in terms of cast and Jaster growth 
rates. Moreover electrodeposition is an excellent methad to grow nanowire 
structures which are suited for perpendicular transport. 

3.1 Electrodeposition 

Metal electrodeposition is often referred to as electroplating, and has long been important 
commercially. lt's a highly versatile technique, being used for applications ranging from the 
deposition of coatings for corrosion proteetion to the fabrication of permalloy thin-film 
recording heads. The principle behind electrodeposition is that a substrate (cathode) is placed 
in a salution (electrolyte) containing metal ions. These ions receive electroos from the 
substrate and consequently they are reduced to the metal. 

In order to produce multilayers there are two main methods. The first, the dual-bath 
method, involves transferring the substrate between two separate electrolytes, one for metal A 
and one for metal B. The main disadvantages of the dual-bath method is the possible sample 
contamination when transferring between the two electrolytes and the time-consuming 
element which is inherent to the method. An alternative, the single-bath method, is to have 
the ions of the metals present in a single electrolyte and to modulate the composition of the 
sample by cantrolling the deposition parameters, usually the substrate potential. This is the 
method we have used for growing multilayers with electrodeposition. 
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Chapter 3 Experimental 

3.1.1 The electrolyte 

When a roetal is placed in a solution it gives rise to an electrochemical potential due to the 
dissolving of some of the atoms from the roetalto the solution. The dissolving will stop when 
an equilibrium has been reached between the roetal and the metal ions. Deposition of the ions 
on the roetal substrate will only take place when a potential of at least the electrochemical 
equilibrium potential is applied on the substrate. The equilibrium potential is dependent on 
the roetal which is used. In order to compare the equilibrium potentials for different metals, 
the equilibrium potential of the standard hydrogen electrode is used as reference point. 

In the case of Co/Cu multilayers the sulfate electrolyte contains Co2
+ and Cu2

+ ions. The 
equilibrium potentials for the metals Co and Cu are -0.28 V and +0.34 V respectively. This 
means that Cu is the more noble element of the two, in other words it is more willingly to 
absorb electrons. Therefore, when depositing using the single-bath method from a Co/Cu 
solution, one can deposit nearly pure Cu layers at the Cu equilibrium potential, but only Co 
layers polluted with Cu at the Co potential. To reduce the amount of Cu in the Co layers the 
Cu2

+ concentratien in the electrolyte is kept sufficiently low, typically a factor 200 smaller, in 
comparison with the Co2

+ concentration. 
Besides Cu2

+ and Co2
+ a small concentratien of boric acid (H3B03) is added to the 

electrolyte to control the pH of the solution. 

3.1.2 The electrodeposition cel 

The electrolyteis placed in an electrodeposition cel containing 3 electrades (Fig 3.1). 

RE 
CE 

substrate 

Figure 3.1. Schematic cross-section of the electrodepositioncel. 
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At the working electrode (WE) the Cu Z+ and the Co2+ ions are reduced to the substrate by 

Cu2+ + 2e- ---)Cu 
Co2+ + 2e- ---)Co 

(3.1) 
(3.2) 

A counter electrode (CE) is used to obtain an electrical circuit. Two different counter 
electrodes, viz. platina and cobalt, have been used. When a platina counter electrode is used 
the following reaction will take place here 

(3.3) 

The hydrogen ions (H+) which are being produced willlower the pH of the electrolyte. A low 
pH gives rise to an acid electrolyte, which is a suitable environment for hydrogen evolution. 
Then H+ ions are reduced to H2 which may damage the layered structure. A high pH however 
is also not preferably for now the chance of the formation of Cu-OH complexes, which have a 
negative effect on the quality of the layered structure, increases. Therefore the pH of the 
electrolyte is controlled between 3 and 4. The second counter electrode is the Co electrode, 
now the reverse reaction of Eqs. (3.2) will take place. This reaction has no influence on the 
pH, which facilitates the control of the pH. In the beginning of the research the platina 
electrode was used, for we assumed that the pH was of no influence on the quality of the 
multilayers. It appeared however that this wasn't the case as mentioned above. Therefore we 
have switched from the platina counter electrode to the Co counter electrode during the 
research. 

The reference electrode (RE), a saturated calomel electrode, measures the potential close 
to the substrate to minimize potential losses due to the resistance of the electrolyte. The 
electredes are connected with a potenticstat which controls the potential of the working 
electrode relative to the reference electrode, and a computer with Labwindows/CVI 
implemented software, see Appendix A, to control the electrodeposition process, is used to 
monitor the deposition current. 

3.1.3 The substrate 

The substrate is a polycarbonate membrane in which nanowires were fabricated by creating a 
track of damage with a beam of heavy ions. The thickness of the membrane is 6 ~m and the 
nominal nanowire diameter 30 nm. The density of the nanowires is 6·1012 wires per m2

. One 
side of the membrane was coated with an approximately 500 nm sputtered gold film and used 
as the working electrode. To ascertain that the membrane was inflexible, the membrane was 
attached with non-conductive double-sided tape and an electrical conducting glue on a copper 
plate as shown in Fig. 3.2. 
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nanow1re 

Au film 

~~mE~--.. óá~----~ 
;1f 

tape 

Experimental 

Figure 3.2. Schematic illustration of the substrate for the deposition of nanowires. 

We have also used an electrical conductive Cu tape on which the membrane was attached as a 
substrate. This tape consists of a Cu layer with adhesive, containing small particles of carbon 
for the electrical conduction. lt appeared from SEM pictures that only these nanowires are 
filled which are connected to the small carbon particles. This was very interesting with 
respect to lower nanowire density, which would facilitate the magnetoresistance 
measurements as will be discussed in the following section. lt was however not possible to 
perferm magnetoresistance measurements with samples produced with this substrate, for the 
resistance appeared to fluctuate during the measurements. It turned out that these fluctuations 
were caused by the Cu tape possibly due to the viscosity of the adhesive, resulting in an 
instabie contact between the nanowires and the carbon particles. Therefore we have switched 
to the substrate as shown in Fig. 3.2. All the measurements discussed in chapter 4, have been 
done on samples produced with this substrate 

3.1.4 The electrodeposition process 

As mentioned in sectien 3.1.2 a computer is used to monitor the deposition current. When the 
charge passed during the deposition of a layer reaches the value corresponding to the desired 
thickness, the computer signals the potenticstat to switch the substrate potential for the next 
layer. So the potenticstat offers a blockpotential to the substrate which results in a current
time diagram as shown in Fig. 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3. The applied blockpotential and the induced current-time diagram for 
electrodeposition of Co/Cu layers. The sensitivity of the Cu current is JO times larger 
than the sensitivity of the Co current. 

The Cu current is much smaller than the Co current and therefore the time period at which Cu 
is deposited is much longer than for Co, the latter being typically about 0.2 seconds. This is 
due to the fact that the Cu concentration is considerably less then the Co concentration to 
avoid a strong contamination of Cu in the Co layers as mentioned in section 3.1.1. During the 
time in which the Co potential is applied to the substrate, the current sensitivity is set 10 
times less sensitive in order to prevent the current to exceed the current range. 

When the potential switches to the Cu deposition potential a pike in the negative direction 
occurs. This is the result of Co dissalution in retrieving a new balance at the higher potential. 
The actual current even becomes negative. This can however not be observed in Fig. 3.3, due 
to the very short time period in which this occurs. 

When the nanowires emerge from the surface of the membrane the current will increase 
rapidly due to a strong increase of the surface of the membrane at which the ions can deposit. 
At this point the electrodeposition process is stopped for now only a fraction of the nanowires 
will be filled completely, possibly due to the fact that the wires are not perfectly aligned 
perpendicular to the membrane. When magnetoresistance measurements on a nanowired 
sample are performed, it is of great importance that only a fraction of the nanowires is filled. 
If too many nanowires are connected in parallel, the resistance of the sample will become 
small, and if the resistance of the sample becomes comparable to the resistance of the 
sampleholder etc. the GMR effect will decrease. 
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If the deposition process is ho wever stopped a while after the first nanowires emerge from the 
surface of the membrane, 3D growth of the nanowires can lead in to interestingly shaped 
structures like an electrodeposited flower (Fig. 3.4 ). 

Figure 3.4. Sem image of an electrodeposited "flower". Magnification is 3000. 

3.2 Magnetoresistance measurements 

Before magnetoresistance measurements could be carried out on electrodeposited nanowired 
samples the sample holder for the magnetoresistance apparatus had to be modified, for the 
sample holder was built for CIP measurements. Fig. 3.5 is a schematic illustration of the 
sample holder which is used for MR measurements on CPP geometry samples. 
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/ 

------> 

H 
Figure 3.5. Schematic illustration of the sample holder used for CPP magnetoresistance 
measurements. 

The bottorn of the sample is glued with conductive silver adhesive on a copper plate which is 
attached to the sampleholder. At the top of the sample the nanowires are glued, with the same 
conductive silver adhesive, on a small platina wire which is attached to two wires. Platina is 
chosen for the small wire, for it is a soft metal and can therefore easily be bend to the desired 
position. A current is applied to one electrical circuit, whereas the other electrical circuit is 
used to measure the electrical potential. By rotating the sample holder it is possible to 
measure the magnetic field parallel or perpendicular to the current. The above mentioned 
possible configurations are shown in Fig. 3.6. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.6. Two main configurations during magnetoresistance measurements. The 
applied magnetic field is perpendicular to the current, H j_ I (a) or parallel to the 
current, H 11 I (b). 
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Results 

In this chapter the results will be discussed of magnetoresistance measurements on 
electrodeposited nanowired samples. First nanowires just containing cabalt will be 
discussed in section 4. I. Secondly Co/Cu multilayered nanowires will be discussed 
in section 4.2 with emphasis on the GMR effect. In section 4.3 the dependenee of 
the GMR on the thickness of the non-magnetic Cu layer is studied to possibly 
determine the spin-asymmetry parameters. Next the dependenee of the magnetic 
field, at which the magnetization saturates, on the thickness of the non-magnetic Cu 
layer is studied in section 4.4 to study the magnetic properties of the Co layers. In 
section 4.5 the temperature dependenee of the GMR is presented. For magnetic 
measurements a Squid magnetometer was used. 

4.1 AMR measurements on Co nanowires 

Before multilayered nanowires were deposited, it was easier in terms of faster growth rates to 
deposit nanowires just containing Co. A highly concentrated Co2

+ sulfate electrolyte was used 
for electrodeposition of these samples and a constant potential was applied on the substrate. 
The current monitored by computer during the deposition is plotted as a function of time in 
Fig. 4.1 in a so-called time-current diagram. 
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Figure 4.1. Time-current diagram of Co electrodeposition. 
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In the beginning the current is relatively large due to deposition of the Co2
+ ions close to the 

substrate; next the Co2
+ ions have to be supplied from the electrolyte through the nanowires 

which results into a smaller current. After 100 seconds an equilibrium current seems to be 
reached. The electrodeposition process is stopped when a strong increase of the current is 
observed, which corresponds to the situation when the first nanowires emerge from the 
surface. Confirmation that the strong increase of the current is related with the 3D growth of 
the first nanowires, was given by SEM pictures taken before and after this point of strong 
increase of the current. 

lt appeared that the total amount of charge which was deposited, i.e. the surface beneath 
the curve in Fig. 4.1, was significantly larger than the total amount of charge when calculated 
from the properties of the membrane, assuming that all the nanowires are filled completely. 
This discrepancy is a consequence of a larger nanowire diameter than the nomina! diameter 
due to the expansion of the diameter during the deposition process.7 The actual nanowire 
diameter can be twice as large as the nomina! diameter. 

Magnetoresistance measurements on a Co nanowired sample resulted in diagrams like Fig. 
4.2 for field perpendicular to the nanowires (a) and parallel to the nanowires (b). Another 
sample was used for magnetization measurements on Co nanowires for field perpendicular an 
parallel to the nanowires respectively as shown in Fig. 4.2c and Fig. 4.2d. 
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Figure 4.2. Magnetoresistance and magnetization versus applied field perpendicular to 
the nanowires (a,c) and parallel to the nanowires (b,d) for electrodeposited Co 
nanowires at room temperature. 
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The anisotropic magnetoresistance effect as introduced in sectien 2.1. can clearly be observed 
in Fig. 4.2a and Fig. 4.2b. When the cunent is perpendicular to the field the Co nanowires 
saturate rather slowly, conesponding in a slow decrease in resistance, conesponding to the 
hard magnetization-axis When the field is parallel to the current the Co nanowires saturate 
rather quickly, corresponding in a rapid increase in resistance towards the easy magnetization
axts. 

The resistance of the sample is about 0.7 Q, this includes the resistance of the sample 
holder, wires etc. which is estimated at 0.2 Q. Therefore the actual AMR effect is about 40% 
larger than the values of Fig. 4.2. The calculated resistance of a single 30 nm nanowire is 
about 500 Q, if one uses resistivity values of about 65·10-9 .O·m for bulk Co. It can however 
be expected that the actual bulk resistivity is considerably larger due to structural faults. On 
this basis the number of nanowires connected parallel at the sample can be estimated at about 
a couple of thousand. 

The difference between the hard magnetization-axis, perpendicular to the nanowires, and 
the easy magnetization-axis, parallel to the nanowires can clearly be observed in Fig. 4.2c and 
Fig. 4.2d. lf it is assumed that the saturation field is the field at which the magnetization is 
95% of the total magnetization, the saturation field is 0.9 T for field perpendicular to the 
nanowires and 0.4 T for field parallel to the nanowires. The demagnetizing field of an infinite 
single Co wire, when the field is perpendicular to the nanowires, is 0.9 T. This corresponds 
with the saturation field of Fig. 4.2c. The demagnetizing field in the parallel direction is zero 
for an infinite cobalt wire. A saturation field of 0.4 T is however observed. This discrepancy 
is a consequence of the fact the wires are not perfectly perpendicular to the membrane. 
According to the manufacturer of the nanoporous membranes, the maximum angle between 
the nanowires and the membrane is 36°. These will be the nanowires which will be most 
difficult to saturate. The demagnetizing field for a infinite nanowire at an angle of 36° with 
the field is 0.5 T. This value corresponds better with the observed saturation field. 

The saturation fields can also be estimated from the magnetoresistance measurements of 
Fig. 4.2. lf the saturation fields are taken to be the fields at which the relative change in 
resistance is small, the saturation field for field perpendicular to the nanowires is about 0.9 T 
and about 0.3 T for field parallel to the nanowires. The value of 0.9 T corresponds to the 
value found by magnetization measurements. For field parallel to the nanowires the saturation 
field is smaller than the value found by magnetization measurements. The reason for this is 
simple: in the magnetoresistance measurements only the wires are connected which emerge 
first from the membrane. The nanowires with large angles with the membrane, which are the 
Jonger nanowires will therefore not be connected, which results in a lower saturation field. 

The saturation magnetization moment of 1.6·103 emu can be used to calculate the amount 
of Co in the sample, which was 1.13·10-12 m3

. The amount of Co in the sample can also be 
calculated from the amount of charge that was deposited during the deposition of the Co2

+ 

i ons, which results in 1.1 0·10-12 m3 when using a saturation magnetization of 1420 kAm-1
. 

The difference between these two values is within 3% and we can therefore conclude that the 
electrodeposition process is controlled correctly by the software. 

Another observable quality of Fig. 4.2c and Fig 4.2d is the hystereses of the curves. In Fig. 
4.2a and Fig. 4.2b no hystereses is observed due to the fact that the magnetoresistance is only 
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plotted with decreasing field. When the magnetoresistance is plotted for increasing and 
decreasing fields hystereses is also observed. 

4.2 Giant magnetoresistance 

After we were able to succesfully measure the AMR effect in nanowires, the next step was 
depositing magnetic multilayers. A typical time-current diagram of the deposition of 
multilayers is shown in Fig, 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3. Typical time-current diagram when growing Co/Cu multilayers in nanowires. 
The sensitivity ofthe Cu current is JO times larger than the sensitivity ofthe Co current. 

The figure is rather dense due to the small period in which a layer is deposited. When the 
figure is magnified a similar figure like Fig. 3.3 would be obtained. During the first 60 
seconds only Cu is deposited in order to dil u te .the Cu2

+ i ons close to the substrate to obtain a 
stabie Cu current. Next multilayers are being deposited at which the dissolution of the Co is 
at first so large that a negative current can be observed. Later on the dissolution of Co is 
small, as large as few percent of the total Co layer. A negative current is not observed here 
due to the very short time period in which this occurs. The mechanism for the decrease of the 
Co dissalution is unclear at the moment. 

The electrodeposition process is stopped when the nanowires emerge from the surface 
resulting in an increase of the current. Just as for Co wires the diameter tends to expand 
during the deposition process, for it appeared that the amount of charge deposited to fill the 
nanowires, Qdep, was not equal to the amount of charge calculated from the properties of the 
membrane, Qtheor., assuming that all the nanowires are filled completely. Consequently the 
actual multilayer thickness is smaller than the multilayer thickness which is entered into the 
software for growing the multilayers. The actual multilayer thickness can however be 
determined in two ways. The first is dividing the height of the membrane by the number of 
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multilayers needed to fill the pores. In the case of the sample of Fig. 4.3, the first nanowires 
emerge from the surface after 247 multilayers have been deposited. So the thickness of the 
multilayer is 6000/247 = 24.3 nm. The second way is cernparing Qdep with Qtheor. In the case 
of the above sample Qdep = 116 mC and Qtheor. = 55 mC, so Qdep is a factor 2.1 as large as 
Qtheor.· The multilayer thickness entered in to the software was 51 nm, so that the actual layer 
thickness is 51/2.1 = 24.3 nm. 

Fig. 4.4 shows a giant magnetoresistance curve for a multilayered nanowired sample 
consisting of 2.6 nm thick Cu layers and 5.8 nm thick Co layers. 
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Figure 4.4. CPP-GMR versus applied field perpendicular (a) en parallel (b) to the 
nanowiresfor Cu(2.6 nm)!Co (5.8 nm) multilayered nanowires at room temperature. 

The GMR-ratio in the case of the field perpendicular to the nanowires in comparison with the 
field parallel to the nanowires is slightly larger, this is due to the AMR effect which has to be 
added up with the GMR-effect. The GMR-ratio effect is basically independent of the 
direction of the magnetic field, for one is dealing with a difference in resistance between 
parallel and antiparallel (random) magnetizations in which the direction of the magnetic field 
is of no influence. 

The resistance of the sample of Fig. 4.4 is about 6 .Q. This is considerably larger than the 
resistance of the sampleholder, wires etc. and therefore these resistances have no influence on 
the GMR effect. The resistance of a single 30 nm nanowire is now expected considerably 
larger than 500 .Q due to a considerably larger bulk resistivity as a consequence of structural 
faults, and interface resistance. The numbers of nanowires connected parallel at the sample 
can now be estimated at about a couple of hundred. 

Since nanoporous membranes were used for producing multilayers by electrodeposition 
the GMR-ratios6

•
8
-
10 at room temperature for Co/Cu nanowires have increased over the last 

years as shown in table 4.1. The largest GMR-ratio obtained at room temperature during the 
graduation research was 13%. Although this ratio is smaller than the ratios which can be 
obtained by other groups at the moment, one has to consicter that successful measuring GMR 
in electrodeposited nanowires could only recently been done. 
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Group GMR-ratio (%) Year tcu (nm) tco (nm) 
Blondel 14 1994 5 5 
Piraux 15 1994 10 10 
Voegeli 20 1995 :::::3 

Blondel 30 1997 :::::2 

Table 4.1. GMR-ratios obtained in nanoporous membranes for Co/Cu multilayers at room 
temperafure over the last years. 

4.3 Giant magnetoresistance versus Cu layer thickness 

The dependenee of the GMR effect on thickness of the non-magnetic Cu layer was studied to 
possibly determine the spin-asymmetry parameters which determine the magnitude of the 
GMR. Fig. 4.5 shows the GMR-ratio at room temperature for different Cu layer thicknesses, 
tcu, with the applied field perpendicular to the nanowires. The thicknesses of the Co layers for 
the different Cu layers is in the range of 5-11 nm. An overview of the MR measurements used 
for Fig. 4.5 can be found in Appendix B.l. 
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Figure 4.5. GMR-ratio as a function of the Cu layer thickness. Measurements were 
performed at room temperafure with applied field perpendicular to the nanowires. The 
line is a guide to the eye. 

As shown in Fig. 4.5 the GMR-ratio first increases, then decreases with increasing tcu, where 
the maximum GMR-ratio corresponds toa Cu layer thickness of approximately 2.6 nm. The 
decrease in the GMR for large tcu is expected, due to both the relative increase of the Cu layer 
thickness with respect to the spin-diffusion length, and to the model by Valet and Fert when 
the spin diffusion length is much larger than the layer thicknesses, Eqs (2.1 0) and (2.11 ). The 
decrease in the GMR for very small tcu suggests that for the thinnest Cu layers the GMR is 
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destroyed by ferromagnetic coupling ansmg from defects. There is additional indirect 
evidence for ferromagnetic coupling at small tcu because the easy direction of magnetization 
changes from in the plane of the layers to along the nanowire axis as will be shown in section 
4.4. Schwarzacher et al. 12 found a similar figure for Co-Ni/Cu nanowires 80 nm in diameter, 
Fig. 4.6, where defective layering became effective with Cu layers smaller than 4 nm. 
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Figure 4.6. GMR-ratio as ajunetion ofthe Cu layer thicknessfound by Schwarzacher et 
al. for Co-Ni/Cu nanowires. Measurements were peiformed at room temperafure with 
appfied field perpendicular to the nanowires. The fine is a guide to the eye. 

In Fig. 4.7 the inverse of the square root of (R(AP)_R(P))/R(AP) as a function of the Cu layer 
thickness is plotted to determine the spin-asymmetry parameters. 
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Figure 4.7. Plot of [(R(APJ_R(PJ)IR(APJT112 versus the Cu layer thickness at room 
temperature. The fine is a guide to the eye. 
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The slope of the line equals 0.22 ± 0.04 and the zero intercept equals 2.6 ± 0.4. There is 
however not enough information to determine the spin-asymmetry parameters from Eqs. 
(2.10), since the resistivities of the magnetic and non-magnetic layers as wellas the interface 
resistivity are unknown. Piraux et al. 18 overcame this problem by measuring two series of 
[(R(AP)_R<P>)/R<AP)rl'2 versus the Cu layer thickness for two different Co layer thicknesses, Fig 
4.8. 
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Figure 4.8. Plot of [(R(APJ_R(PJ)IR(APJT 112 versus the Cu layer thickness at room 
temperafure for two series of Co/Cu multilayered 90 nm nanowires with different Co 
layer thicknesses, tc0 , found by Piraux et al. Corresponding MR values (in percent) are 
also given on the right-hand side scale. The lines are guides to the eye. 

Piraux et al. derived by analyzing the above figure a value of 0.36 ± 0.04 for B and 0.85 ± 0.1 

for y. The resistivities were derived at, (18 ± 2)·10-8 Qm for p~. 4.6·10-8 Qm for p~ and (3 ± 
0.5)·10-16 Qm2 for rb*. 

The zero intercept of Fig. 4.7 corresponds to the zero intercepts of Fig. 4.8. lt is however 
striking that the slope of Fig. 4.7 is significantly larger than the slopes of Fig. 4.8, about 6 

times as large as the slope corresponding to tc0 = 8 nm. This can be accounted fora larger p~ 
or/and a smaller p~ and rb* in our samples than the values obtained by Piraux et al. Therefore 
the resistivities obtained by Piraux et al. can not be used to determine the spin-asymmetry 
parameters of our samples. Since there was not enough time left to produce a second set of 
[(R(AP)_R<P>)/R<AP>r1'2 versus the Cu layer thickness foranother Co layer thicknesses, the spin
asymmetry parameters could not be determined. 
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4.4 Saturation field versus Cu layer thickness 

Although no magnetization measurements were performed on multilayered nanowires, the 
field at which the magnetization of the sample is complete could be estimated from 
magnetoresistance measurements. This saturation field was taken to be the field at which the 
relative change of the resistance was small, given by the intersectien of two straight lines, 
parallel to the GMR curve at low and high fields as shown in Fig. 4.9. The saturation field 
could also have been defined as the point as which the curve is no longer parallel to the 
straight line at high fields. We chose for the first definition for now the saturation fields can 
be estimated with more preCision than with the latter definition. 
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Figure 4.9. Definition of the saturation field given by the intersection of two lines, 
parallel to the GMR curve at low and highfields. 

The saturation field as a function of the Cu layer thickness was studied for the field 
perpendicular to the nanowires and parallel to the nanowires, see Fig. 4.1 0. 
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Figure 4.1 0. Saturation field as a function of the Cu layer thickness for the field 
perpendicular to the nanowires (fullline) and parallel to the nanowires (dashed line). At 
the zero intercept the values for the cabalt nanowires of section 4.1 are shown. 
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For large tcu the saturation field for field perpendicular to the nanowires is larger than 
parallel to the nanowires. This is not surprising since here the magnetostatic interaction 
between the magnetic layers is weak, so that the magnetic behavior is govemed by their in
plane shape magnetic anisotropy. With decreasing tcu the saturation fields both for field 
perpendicular and parallel to the nanowires increase. This is expected for field perpendicular 
to the nanowires, since with decreasing tcu the contribution due to demagnetizing fields from 
the poles of the two faces of a Cu layer will decrease, resulting in a recovery of the shape 
magnetic anisotropy of a continuous wire. Th is was confirmed by Dubois et al. 5 in 
magnetization measurements on NiFe/Cu multilayered nanowires. Contrary to the increase of 
saturation field, one would expect a decrease of the saturation field for field parallel to the 
nanowires with decreasing tcu . This is however not the case, and can not be explained at the 
moment. 

For large tcu the saturation fields of the nanowires should correspond to the demagnetizing 
fields of single a Co layer. Demagnetizing factors for cylindrical layers are however difficult 
to calculate due to the non-uniform demagnetizing field in the object. In the case of ellipsaids 
demagnetizing factors can easily be calculated. When cylindrical Co layers are represented as 
oblate ellipsaids with a diameter 5 time as large as the thickness, the demagnetizing field for 
field perpendicular to the layers is 1.34 T, and 0.22 T for field parallel to the layers. Taking 
into account the fact that the maximum angle between the nanowires and the membrane is 
36°, the demagnetizing fields will be 1.34 T for field perpendicular to the layers and 0.95 T 
for field parallel to the layers. The saturation fields are however 0.06 T for field parallel to 
layers and 0.09 T for field perpendicular to the layers. The difference between the values for 
field parallel to the layers can be attributed to two reasons . First, the saturation field of 0.06 T 
is to low a value due to the definition introduced for the saturation field (Fig. 4.9). Secondly, 
the demagnetizing field is to high a value since it is unlikely that nanowires, with large angles 
with the membrane, are connected in the magnetoresistance measurements. The difference 
between the values for field perpendicular to the layers is very large and can not be explained. 

The point of intersectien between the two curves corresponds to the tcu with the largest 
GMR-ratio. For smaller tcu defective layering causes ferromagnetic coupling along the easy 
magnetization-axis of the nanowire. 
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4.5 Giant magnetoresistance versus temperature 

The temperature dependenee of the GMR and the resistanee of the sample was also studied 
and the results are shown in Fig. 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11. Temperafure dependenee of fhe GMR (a) and fhe resisfanee of fhe sample 
(b) for zero appliedfield ( dashed line) andfor an appliedfield of 1.3 T (fullline) parallel 
to the nanowires. 

The resistanee of the sample inereases and the differenee, between the zero field resistanee 
and the resistanee at 1.3 T where the resistanee is saturated, deereases with temperature sueh 
that the magnitude of the GMR deereases slowly with temperature. Liu et al. 11 found a similar 
relation for the temperature dependenee of the GMR for Co/Cu nanowires (Fig. 4.12). 
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For T = 9 K the GMR curve is shown in Fig. 4.13. Magnetoresistance curves at other 
temperatures can be found in Appendix B .2. 
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Figure 4.13. CPP-GMR versus appliedfield perpendicular a) en parallel b) to the Co/Cu 
nanowires at 9 K. 

A noticeable feature of Fig. 4.13 is that in comparison with Fig. 4.4, which shows a GMR 
curve at room temperature, it shows two well-separated peaks, presumably indicating that the 
coercive field is significantly larger at 9 K than at room temperature. Meier et a/. 13 also 
observed a larger coercive field at low temperatures than at room temperature for Ni 
nanowires. They attributed this to magnetostrictive effects, owing to the large mismatch of 
the thermal expansion coefficients of Ni and polycarbonate. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and discussion 

Electrodeposition in nanoporous membranes has succesfully been used to produce Co/Cu 
multilayered nanowires. Perpendicular Giant magnetoresistnace-ratios as high as 13% at 
room temperature and 17% at 9 K have been obtained. Although these ratios are smaller than 
the ratios which can be obtained by other groups at the moment one has to consicter that 
successfully measuring GMR in electrodeposited nanowires could only recently been done. 

Magnetoresistance measurements on Co nanowires showed an anisotropic 
magnetoresistance effect, which is the dependenee of the electdeal resistance on the direction 
of the magnetization with respect to the direction of the current. 

When the GMR as a function of the Cu layer thickness is studied, the GMR decreases for 
large Cu layers which is expected from theory. The decrease in the GMR for very small Cu 
layers suggests that for the thinnest Cu layers the GMR is destroyed by ferromagnetic 
coupling arising from defects in the layers. This was confirmed by a strong increase of the 
saturation field at very small Cu layers when the field was applied perpendicular to the wire. 
lt was however not possible to determine the spin-asymmetry parameters from the 
measurements. 

At large Cu layer thicknesses, saturation field measurements showed that there is an in
plane magnetic anisotropy in the nanowires. This is not surprising for the thickness of the Co . 
layers is much smaller than the diameter. 

The temperature dependenee of the GMR was also studied. lt appeared that the GMR 
decreases slowly with temperature, which is consistent with the temperature dependenee of 
the GMR found by Liu et al. At low temperatures the GMR curves show two well-separated 
peaks, presumably indicating that the coercive field is significant larger at low temperatures 
than at room temperature where the peaks overlap each other. 

Electrodeposition in nanoporous membranes is still a field open for intense research. There 
are a lot of parameters of which the influence on GMR are unclear at the moment, one has to 
think of the pH or composition of the electrolyte. Also other structures like trilayer-based 
structures5 are very interesting for new research. lt can certainly be recommended to produce 
a second set of samples at which the Cu layer thickness is varied with constant Co layer 
thickness, for Piraux et al. showed that now one is able to deduce the spin-asymmetry 
parameters. With it' s possible applications to magnetic recording and sensor technology 
electrodeposition in nanoporous membranes offers therefore a lot of challenges for the future. 
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Appendix A 

Labwindows/CVI software 

LabwindowsiCVI is a software development for C programmers. lt contains an interactive 
environment for developing programs as well as libraries of functions for creating data 
acquisition and instrument control applications. 
ELECDEPO.C is the program used for growing multilayers with electrodeposition written 
within the LabwindowsiCVI environment. 

1*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*l 
I* ELECDEPO.C controlprogram for electrodepositionprocesses *I 
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*l 

1*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*l 
I* All inluded statements *I 
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*l 
#include <formatio.h> 
#include <dataacq.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <utility .h> 
#include <ansi_c.h> 
#include <userint.h> 
#include "elecdepo.h" 

1*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*l 
I* Deelaratien of variables *I 
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*l 
static double diameter; 
static double area; 
static double Cu_dikte; 
static double Co_dikte; 

I* diameter of the sample *I 
I* area of the sample *I 
I* thickness of the Cu-layer *I 
I* thickness of the Co-layer *I 
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static double Cu_ volt; 
static double Co_ volt; 
static double Start_ Vl; 
static double Start_ V2; 
static double End_ Vl; 
static double End_V2; 
static double sum_Cu; 
static double sum_Co; 
static double anode_puls; . 
static double Cu_Scale; 
static double Co_Scale; 
static double Tot_digCu; 
static double Tot_digCo; 
static double factor; 
static double n· 

' 
static double time_scale; 
static double points_sec; 
static double point_time; 
static double Begin_ Voltage; 
static double Step; 
static double X_val[lOOOOOO]; 

I* Cu-depositionvoltage *I 
I* Co-depositionvoltage *I 

Labwindows!CVI software 

I* begin-voltage of first layer *I 
I* begin-voltage of last layer *I 
I* end-voltage of first layer *I 
I* end-voltage of last layer *I 
I* Cu-charge per layer *I 
I* Co-charge per layer *I 
I* amount of positive charge per layer*l 
I* sensitivity for Cu-deposition *I 
I* sensitivity for Co-deposition *I 
I* log.sensitivity for Cu-deposition *I 
I* log.sensitivity for Co-deposition *I 
I* general sensitivity factor *I 
I* loopcounter *I 
I* time-scale for graph *I 
I* amounts of points per second for graph *I 
I* 1/points-sec *I 
I* begin-voltage for scanning *I 
I* step-voltage for scanning *I 
I* time-array *I 

static double Y_val[lOOOOOO]; I* current-array *I 
static double Data_val[1000000][3];1* data-storage-array *I 
static double sumCu[20000]; I* Cu-charge-array *I 
static double sumCo[20000]; I * Co-charge-array *I 
static double layertime[20000]; I* depositiontime per layer *I 
static double data_scan[20000][3]; I* scandata-storage-array *I 
static double anodepuls[20000]; I* pos.charge-data-array *I 
static double charge[20000][5]; I* data-storage-array for Q-file *I 
static double param_val[12]; I* parameter-storage-array *I 

static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 

prcCtrl; 
dataCtrl; 
elecdep; 

I* process control user interface *I 
I* data control user interface *I 
I* menu user interface *I 

scanmenu; I* scanmenu user interface *I 
settingsmenu; I* actvaneed settingsmenu user interface *I 
Var_loop; I* datacounter *I 
Loop_ var; I* layercounter *I 
Start_time; I* time for first layer *I 
End_time; I* time for last layer *I 
No_layers; I* number of layers *I 
status; I* indicatorparameter *I 
nanowires; I* layercounterindicator *I 
Plusmin; I* scandirection *I 
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static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 

static char 
static char 
static char 
static char 
static char 
static char 
static char 

printbool; 
firstcupoint; 
firstcopoint; 
state; 
handle; 
dum; 
ok; 
yesno; 
teller; 
file_handle; 
printStatus; 
online; 

I* printindicator *I 
I* first point in Cu-layer *I 
I* first point in Co-layer *I 
I* mouse-indicatorparameter *I 
I* mouseparameter *I 
I* dummystate for mouse *I 
I* right mouse button *I 
I* confirm popupmenu *I 
I* scandata-counter *I 
I* pathname controller *I 
I* status of printfunction *I 
I* plot-online-parameter *I 

Sample_name[40]; 
Sample_text1 [40]; 
Sample_text2[40]; 
dirname[ 1 00]; 
pathname[ 1 00]; 
pathnameQ[ 1 00]; 

I* name of the sample *I 
I* additional text for sample *I 
I* additionaltext for sample *I 
I* name of the savingdirectory *I 
I* pathof the sa vingdirectory *I 
I* pathof the Q-file *I 

*date=" "· 
' 

I* datesting *I 

1*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*l 
I* Initialising of the user interfaces *I 
l*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*1 
void main () 
{ 

prcCtrl = LeadPanel (0, "print4.uir", PRC_CTRL); 
dataCtrl = LeadPanel (0, "print4.uir", DATA_CTRL); 
elecdep = LeadPanel (0, "print4.uir", ELEC_DEP); 
scanmenu = LeadPanel (0, "print4.uir", SCAN_MENU); 
settingsmenu = LeadPanel (0, "print4.uir", ADVA_SET); 
DisplayPanel (elecdep); 
RunDserinterface (); 

1*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* The startfunction *I 
I* This procedure controls the electrodepostionprocess *I 
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*l 
int Start_func (int panel, int control, int event, 
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void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 

static char 
static double 
static double 
static double 
static double 
static double 
static double 
static double 
static double 
static double 
static double 
static double 

static int 
static int 
static int 
static int 

msg[80]; I* stringcontroller *I 
sum_adc; I* amount of charge deposited *I 
q_elec; I* electroncharge *I 
Vat_ Cu; I* volume of a Cu-atom *I 
Vat_ Co; I* volume of a Co-atom *I 
t_begin; I* staring time of the process *I 
tiO; I* timeparameter *I 
ti 1; I* timeparameter *I 
ti2; I* timeparameter *I 
ADC_V; I* voltage given by the potenticstat *I 
delta_ V; I* stepvoltage for first and last layer */ 
Dummy; I* dummypotential *I 

pot_ var; 
1; 

I* time during first and last layer *I 
I* loopcounter *I 

j; 

Tot_dig; 
I* layercounter *I 
I* log.sensitivty for potenticstat *I 

switch (event) { 
case EVENT _COMMIT: 

Var_loop=-1; j=O; ;i=O; 
q_elec= 1.602e-19; 
Vat_Cu=11.81e-30; 
Vat_Co=11.17e-30; 
area=diameter*diameter*3 .1415914 ; 
sum_Cu=2*Cu_dikte*1e-9*area*1e-6*q_elecNat_Cu; 
sum_Co=2*Co_dikte* 1e-9*area* 1e-6*q_elecN at_ Co; 

DeleteGraphPlot (prcCtrl, PRC_ CTRL_Proc_graph, -1, 
VAL_IMMEDIATE_DRAW); 
status= RefreshGraph (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Proc_graph); 
status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Pot_status, 

"Potentiostaat ACTIVE"); 
status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Proces_status, 

"Process started"); 
status = ProcessDrawEvents (); 

status= DIG_Prt_Config (1, 0, 0, 1); 
Tot_dig=9; 
factor= 1 e-6; 
status= DIG_Out_Port (1, 0, Tot_dig); 
n=O; 
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if (nanowires== 1) { 
sprintf(msg, ""); 
status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Layer_no, msg); 
status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Layer_grown, 

""); 

status= ProcessDrawEvents O; 

t_begin = Timer O; 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------*1 
I* Growing first layer */ 
1*----------------------------------------------------------------------*l 
if (Start_time>O) { 

delta_ V= (fabs((Start_ VI-Start_ V2)/Start_time))/10; 
if (Start_ Vl>Start_ V2) { 

delta_ V=-delta_ V; 

Dummy=Start_ VI-delta_ V; 
status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Layer_no, ""); 
status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Layer_grown, 

"Grown first layer"); 
status= ProcessDrawEvents 0; 
for (pot_ var=O; pot_ var<Start_time; pot_ var++) { 

for (i=O; i<lO; i++) { 
Var_loop++; 
tiO = Timer 0-t_begin; 
ti 1 = Timer 0-t_begin; 
Dummy=Dummy+delta_ V; 
status=AO_ VWrite(l,O,Dummy); 
status= AI_ VRead(l, 1,-1 ,&ADC_ V); 
if (fabs(ADC_ V)<0.95 && Tot_dig==9) { 
} 
else{ 
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while(fabs(ADC_ V)<0.95 11 
fabs(ADC_ V)>9.5) { 
if(fabs(ADC_ V)>9.5) { 

Tot_dig++; 
status=DIG_ Out_Port( 1 ,O,Tot_dig); 

} 
if(fabs(ADC_ V)<0.95) { 

if (Tot_dig>= 10) { 
Tot_dig--; 

status=DIG_ Out_Port( 1 ,O,Tot_dig); 
} 
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} 

Labwindows/CVI software 

status= AI_ VRead( 1,1 ,
l,&ADC_V); 

Data_val[Var_loop][O]=-ADC_ V; 
Data_ val[Var_loop][l]=ti 1; 
Data_ val [Var_loop] [2 ]=Tot_dig; 
if (online== I) { 

status = PlotLine (prcCtrl, 
PRC_CTRL_Proc_graph, 

Data_ val[Var_loop-1][1], Data_ val[Var_loop-1][0], 
Data_ val[Var_loop][1], Data_ val[Var_loop ][0], 

VAL_RED); 
} 
state= GetGlobalMouseState (&handle, 
&dum, &dum, &dum, &ok, &dum); 
if (ok==1) { 

} 

i=10; 
pot_ var=Start_time; 
No_layers=O; 

while (ti l-ti0<0.099) { 
ti 1 =Timer()-t_begin; 

for (Loop_var=O; Loop_var<No_layers; Loop_ var++) { 
j++; 
if (nanowires==O) { 

sprintf(msg,"Grown layer: %d",j); 
status = SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, 

PRC_CTRL_Layer_no, msg); 
status = SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, 

PRC_CTRL_Layer_grown, 
"Cu deposition"); 

status= ProcessDrawEvents (); 

firstcupoint=O; 
sum_adc=O; 
anode_puls=O; 
Tot_dig=Tot_digCu; 
factor=Cu_Scale; 
status= DIG_Out_Port (1, 0, Tot_dig); 
status=AO_ VWrite( 1 ,O,Cu_ volt); 
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tiO=Timer()-t_begin; ti2=ti0; 
status=AI_ VRead(l,1,-1,&ADC_ V); 

1*------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
/* Growing Cu-layer */ 
1*------------------------------------------------------------- *l 
while (fabs(sum_adc)<sum_Cu) { 

status=AI_ VRead( 1,1 ,-1 ,&ADC_ V); 
ti 1 =Timer()-t_begin; 
if (online== 1) { 

if (firstcupoint==O && ti 1-ti2>=0.1) { 
Var_loop++; 
Data_val[Var_loop][O]=-ADC_ V; 
Data_ val[Var_loop] [ 1 ]=ti 1; 
Data_ val[Var_loop][2]=Tot_dig; 
firstcupoint= 1; 
if (Var_loop>O) { 

status = PlotLine (prcCtrl, 
PRC_CTRL_Proc_graph, 

Data_ val[Var_loop-1][ 1], Data_ val[Var_loop-1][0], 
Data_ val[Var_loop][ 1 ], Data_ val[Var_loop][O], 

VAL_RED); 
} 

if (ti 1-ti2>=point_time) { 
Var_loop++; 
Data_val[Var_loop][O]=-ADC_ V; 
Data_ val [Var_loop] [ 1 ]=ti 1; 
Data_ val[Var_loop ][2]=Tot_dig; 
status = PlotLine (prcCtrl, 
PRC_CTRL_Proc_graph, 

Data_ val[Var_loop-1][1], Data_ val[Var_loop-1][0], 
Data_ val [Var_loop] [ 1] , Data_ val [Var _loop] [0], 

VAL_RED); 
ti2=ti 1; 

if ( online==O) { 
if (ti1-ti2>=0.01) { 

} 
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Var_loop++; 
Data_val[Var_loop][O]=-ADC_ V; 
Data_ val[Var_loop][1]=ti 1; 
Data_ val[Var_loop] [2]=Tot_dig; 
ti2=ti 1; 
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if (ADC_ V <0) { 

} 

ti 1=Timer()-t_begin; 
sum_adc+=ADC_ V*(ti 1-tiO)*factor; 
tiO=Timer()-t_begin; 
n++; 

if(ADC_ V>O) { 
ti 1 =Timer()-t_begin; 
anode_puls+=ADC_ V*( ti 1-tiO)*factor; 
tiO=Timer()-t_begin; 

state= GetGlobalMouseState (&handle, &dum, 
&dum, &dum, &ok, &dum); 

if (ok==1) { 
sum_adc+= 1 00; 
Loop_ var+= 1 0000; 

} 
if (ok==1) { 

sum_adc=sum_adc-1 00; 
Loop_ var= Loop_ var-1 0000; 

sumCu[Loop_ var ]=sum_adc; 
anodepuls[Loop_ var ]=anode_puls; 
if (ok==O) { 

if (nanowires==O) { 
status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, 
PRC_CTRL_Layer_grown, 

"Co deposition"); 
status = ProcessDrawEvents (); 

} 
Tot_dig=Tot_digCo; 
factor=Co_Scale; 
firstcopoint=O; 
sum_adc=O; 
status= DIG_Out_Port (1, 0, Tot_dig); 
status=AO _ VWrite( 1 ,O,Co_ volt); 
tiO=Timer()-t_begin; ti2=ti0; 
status=AI_ VRead(1,1,-1,&ADC_ V); 
1*-------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Growing Co-layer */ 
/*-------------------------------------------*/ 
while(fabs(sum_adc)<sum_Co) { 

status=AI_ VRead(1,1,-1,&ADC_ V); 
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ti1=Timer ()-t_begin; 
if (online== 1) { 

if (firstcopoint==O && ti 1-
ti2>=0.02) { 

Var_loop++; 
Data_val[Var_loop][O]=-ADC_ V; 
Data_ val[Var_loop ][ 1 ]=ti 1; 
Data_ val[Var_loop][2]=Tot_dig; 

firstcopoint= 1; 
status = PlotLine 

(prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Proc_graph, 
Data_ val[Var_loop-1][1], Data_ val[Var_loop-1][0], 
Data_ val[Var_loop][1], Data_ val[Var_loop][O], 

VAL_RED); 

if (ti 1-ti2>=point_time) { 
Var_loop++; 

Data_ val [Var_loop] [0]=-ADC_ V; 
Data_ val[Var_loop][1]=ti 1; 
Data_ val[Var_loop][2]=Tot_dig; 
status = PlotLine (prcCtrl, 
PRC_ CTRL_Proc_graph, 

Data_ val[Var_loop-1][1], Data_ val[Var_loop-1][0], 
Data_ val[Var_loop][1], Data_ val[Var_loop][O] , 

VAL_RED); 
ti2=ti 1; 

if ( online==O) { 

} 

if (ti1-ti2>=0.01) { 
Var_loop++; 
Data_val[Var_loop][O]=-ADC_ V; 
Data_ val[Var_loop] [ 1 ]=ti 1; 
Data_ val[Var_loop ][2]=Tot_dig; 
ti2=ti1; 

if (ADC_ V <0) { 
ti 1=Timer()-t_begin; 
sum_adc+=ADC_ V*(ti 1-tiO)*factor; 
ti0=ti1 ; 
n++; 
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} 

} 

Labwindows/CVI software 

state= GetGlobalMouseState (&handle, &dum, 
&dum, &dum, &ok, &dum); 
if (ok== I) { 

sum_adc+= 1 00; 
Loop_ var+= 1 0000; 

if (ok== i) { 
sum_adc=sum_adc-1 00; 
Loop_ var= Loop_ var-1 0000; 

sumCo[Loop_ var ]=sum_adc; 
layertime[Loop_ var]=ti 1; 

if (ok== i) { 
sum_adc+= 1 00; 
Loop_ var+= 1 0000; 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Growing last layer */ 
1*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
if (End_time>O) { 

delta_ V= (fabs((End_ VI-End_ V2)/End_time))/10; 
if (End_ V l>End_ V2) { 

delta_ V=-delta_ V; 

Dummy=End_ VI-delta_ V; 
status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Layer_no, ""); 
status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Layer_grown, 

"Grown last layer"); 
status = ProcessDrawEvents (); 
for (pot_ var=O; pot_ var<End_time; pot_ var++) { 

for (i=O; i<lO; i++) { 
Var_loop++; 
tiO = Timer ()-t_begin; 
ti 1 = Timer ()-t_begin; 
ti2 = Timer ()-t_begin; 
Dummy=Dummy+delta_ V; 
status=AO_ VWrite(l,O,Dummy); 
status=AI_ VRead(l,l,-l,&ADC_ V); 
if (fabs(ADC_ V)<0.95 && Tot_dig==9){ 
} 
else{ 
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} 

} 

Labwindows!CVI software 

while(fabs(ADC_ V)<0.95 11 
fabs(ADC_ V)>9.5) { 
if(fabs(ADC_ V)>9.5){ 

Tot_dig++; 
status=DIG_Out_Port( 1 ,O,Tot_dig); 

} 
if(fabs(ADC_ V)<0.95){ 

if (Tot_dig>= 10){ 
Tot_dig--; 

status=DIG_ Out_Port( 1 ,O,Tot_dig); 
} 

} 
status= AI_ VRead( 1,1 ,-1 ,&ADC_ V); 
} 

Data_val[Var_loop][O]=-ADC_ V; 
Data_ val[Var_loop] [ 1 ]=ti 1; 
Data_ val[Var_loop][2]=Tot_dig; 
if (online==1) { 

status= PlotLine (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Proc_graph, 
Data_ val [Var_loop-1] [ 1], Data_ val [Var_loop-1 ][0], 
Data_ val[Var_loop][1 ], Data_ val[Var_loop][O], 

VAL_RED); 

state= GetGlobalMouseState (&handle, &dum, 
&dum, &dum, &ok, &dum); 

if (ok==l) { 

} 

pot_ var=End_time; 
i=9; 

while (ti 1-ti0<0.099) { 
ti l=Timer()-t_begin; 

if (ok==1){ 
Loop_ var= Loop_ var-1 0000; 

Tot_dig=O; 
status= DIG_Out_Port (1, 0, Tot_dig); 
Var_loop++; 
for (i=O; i<Var_loop; i++) { 

X_ val[i]=Data_ val[i][1]; 
Y _ val[i]=Data_ val[i][O]; 
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} 
for (i=O; i<= Loop_ var; i++) { 

} 

charge[i] [O]=i+ 1; 
charge[i][1]=-sumCu[i]* 1000000; 
charge[i][2]=-sumCo[i]* 1000000; 
charge[i][3]=anodepuls[i]* 1000000; 
charge[i][ 4 ]=layertime[i]; 

if ( online==O) { 

} 

status= PlotXY (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Proc_graph, X_ val, 
Y _val, Var_loop, V AL_DOUBLE, V AL_DOUBLE, 
V AL_THIN_LINE,V AL_EMPTY _SQUARE, 
V AL_SOLID, 1, V AL_RED); 

status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Proces_status, 
"Process stopped"); 

status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Layer_grown,'"'); 
status= SetCtrlVal (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Pot_status, 

"Potentiostaat ST ANDBY"); 
break; 

return 0; 

1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
I* Switching to processmenu *I 
1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
int switch_proces (int panel, int control, int event, 

void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 

static char msg[80]; I* stringcontroller *I 
switch (event) { 

case EVENT_COMMIT: 
status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_Co_volt, &Co_volt); 
status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_Cu_volt, &Cu_ volt); 
status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_Cu_dikte, 

&Cu_dikte); 
status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_Co_dikte, 

&Co_dikte); 
status = GetCtrlVal ( dataCtrl, DAT A_ CTRL_No_layers, 

&No_layers); 
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status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_Substrate, 
&diameter); 

status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_Start_layer, 
&Start_time ); 

status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_End_layer, 
&End_time); 

status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_Start_ V1, 
&Start_ V1); 

status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl , DATA_CTRL_Start_ V2, 
&Start_ V2); 

status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_End_ Vl, &End_ V1); 
status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_End_ V2, &End_ V2); 
status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_Sample_name, 

Sample_name); 
status= GetCtrlVal (dataCtrl, DATA_CTRL_Sample_text1, 

Sample_text1); 
status = GetCtrlVal ( dataCtrl, DAT A_ CTRL_Sample_text2, 

Sample_text2); 
status= GetCtrlVal (settingsmenu, ADVA_SET_nanowires, 

&nanowires); 
status= GetCtrlVal (settingsmenu, ADVA_SET_Cu_Scale, 

&Cu_Scale); 
status= GetCtrlVal (settingsmenu, ADVA_SET_Co_Scale, 

&Co_Scale); 
date = DateStr (); 
Tot_digCu=(log(Cu_Scale)llog( 1 0))+ 15; 
Tot_digCo=(log(Co_Scale)/log( 10))+ 15; 
DisplayPanel (prcCtrl); 
status= ReplaceTextBoxLine (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Data_box, 0, 

sprintf(msg,"Sample: ",Sample_name); 
strcat(msg,Sample_name); 

'"'); 

status= ReplaceTextBoxLine (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Data_box, 1, 
msg); 

sprintf(msg,"Date: ",date); 
strcat(msg,date); 
status= ReplaceTextBoxLine (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Data_box, 2, 

msg); 
status= ReplaceTextBoxLine (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Data_box, 3, 

""); 

sprintf(msg,"Dep. voltage Cu : %-6.3f",Cu_volt); 
status= ReplaceTextBoxLine (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Data_box, 4, 

msg); 
sprintf(msg, "Dep. voltage Co : %-6.3f" ,Co_ volt); 
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break; 

return 0; 
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status = ReplaceTextBoxLine (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Data_box, 5, 
msg); 

sprintf(msg,"Layer Thickness Cu: %3f",Cu_dikte); 
status= ReplaceTextBoxLine (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Data_box, 6, 

msg); 
sprintf(msg,"Layer Thickness Co: %3f",Co_dikte); 
status= ReplaceTextBoxLine (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Data_box, 7, 

msg); 
sprintf(msg,"Number of layers : %3d",No_layers); 
status= ReplaceTextBoxLine (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Data_box, 8, 

msg); 
param_ val[O]=Co_ volt; 
param_ val[l]=Cu_ volt 
param_ val[2]=Co_dikte ; 
param_ val[3]=Cu_dikte ; 
param_val[4]=No_layers; 
param_ va1[5]=area 
param_ val [ 6]=Start_time; 
param_ val[7]=End_time; 
param_ val[8]=Start_ V1; 
param_ val [9]=Start_ V2; 
param_val[10]=End_ V1; 
param_va1[1l]=End_ V2; 
printbool=O; 
if (online== l) { 

} 

status = GetCtrlVal (settingsmenu, 
ADVA_SET_Time_Scale, &time_scale); 

status= SetAxisRange (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Proc_graph, 
VAL_MANUAL, O.O,time_scale, V AL_MANUAL, -1, 10); 
status= GetCtrlVal (settingsmenu, DVA_SET_Points_sec, 

&points_sec); 
point_time= 1/points_sec; 

if ( online==O) { 
status= SetAxisRange (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Proc_graph, 

VAL_MANUAL, O.O,time_scale, VAL_MANUAL, -1, 10); 
status= SetAxisRange (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Proc_graph, 

VAL_AUTOSCALE,O.O, 1, VAL_AUTOSCALE, -1, 1); 
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1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
I* Switching to data control *I 
1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
int switch_data (int panel, int control, int event, 

void *callbackData, int eventData 1, int eventData2) 

switch (event) { 
case EVENT_COMMIT: 

DisplayPanel (dataCtrl); 
break; 

return 0; 

1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
I* Switching to menu *I 
1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
int Menu (int panel, int control, int event, 

void *callbackData, int eventOatal, int eventData2) 

switch (event) { 
case EVENT_COMMIT: 

DisplayPanel (elecdep); 
break; 

return 0; 

1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
I* Switching to actvaneed settingsmenu *I 
1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
int Settings (int panel, int control, int event, 

void *callbackData, int eventOatal, int eventData2) 

switch (event) { 
case EVENT _COMMIT: 

DisplayPanel(settingsmenu); 
break; 
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return 0; 

1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
I* Switching to scanmenu *I 
1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
int scan (int panel, int control, int event, 

void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2) 

switch (event) { 
case EVENT_COMMIT: 

Display Panel( scanmenu ); 
printbool= 1; 
break; 

return 0; 

1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
I* This procedure controls the scanprocess *I 
1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
int Start_scan (int panel, int control, int event, 

void *callbackData, int eventDatal, int eventData2) 

static double ADC_ V; 
static double Scan_ Voltage; 
static double Dummy; 
static double ti3; 
static double ti4; 

static int Tot_dig; 
static int right_button; 
static int left_button; 
static int mouse; 
static int Handle; 
static int dumm; 

switch (event) { 
case EVENT_COMMIT: 

I* voltage given by the potenticstat *I 
I* scanpotential *I 
I* dummypotential *I 
I* timeparameter *I 
I* timepararoter *I 

I* log.sensitivty for potenticstat *I 
I* state of right mouse button *I 
I* state of left mouse button *I 
I* mouse state *I 
I* mouse parameter *I 
I* dumy state for mouse *I 

status= GetCtrlVal (scanmenu, SCAN~MENU_Begin_ Voltage, 
&Begin_ Voltage); 
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status= GetCtrlVal (scanmenu, SCAN_MENU_Step, &Step); 
status= GetCtrlVal (scanmenu, SCAN_MENU_Plusmin, 

&Plusmin); 
if (Plusmin== 1) { 

Dummy=Step/1 0; 

else { 
Dummy=-Step/1 0; 

Scan,_ Voltage=Begin_ Voltage-Dummy; 
status= DIG_Prt_Config (1, 0, 0, 1); 
Tot_dig=9; 
status= DIG_Out_Port (1, 0, Tot_dig); 
DeleteGraphPlot ( scanmen u, SCAN_MENU _SCAN_ GRAPH, -1, 

V AL_IMMEDIATE_DRA W); 
teller= I; 
right_button=O; 
left_button=O; 
while (right_button==O) { 
ti3=Timer (); 
ti4=Timer (); 
mouse = GetGlobalMouseState (&Handle, &dumm, &dumm, 

&left_button,&dumm, &dumm); 
if (left_button== 1) { 

Dummy=-Dummy; 
if (Plusmin==1) { 

Plusmin=O; 

else { 
Plusmin=1; 

status= SetCtriVal (scanmenu, SCAN_MENU_Plusmin, 
Plusmin); 

Scan_ Voltage=Scan_ Voltage+Dummy; 
status=AO_ VWrite(1,0,Scan_ Voltage); 
status=AI_ VRead(l,1,-1,&ADC_ V); 
if (fabs(ADC_ V)<0.95 && Tot_dig==9) { 
} 
else { 

while(fabs(ADC_ V)<0.95 11 fabs(ADC_ V)>9.5) { 
if(fabs(ADC_ V)>9.5) { 

Tot_dig++; 
status=DIG_Out_Port( 1 ,O,Tot_dig); 

} 
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if(fabs(ADC_ V)<0.95) { 
if (Tot_dig>=10) { 

Tot_dig--; 

Labwindows/CVI software 

status=DIG_ Out_Port( 1 ,O,Tot_dig); 

} 
status=AI_ VRead( 1,1 ,-1 ,&ADC_ V); 

} 
data~scan[teller][O]=-ADC_ V; 
data_scan[ teller] [ 1 ]=Scan_ Voltage; 
data_scan[teller][2]=Tot_dig; 
if (teller>=2) { 
status= PlotLine (scanmenu, SCAN_MENU_SCAN_GRAPH, 

data_scan[teller-1 ][ 1 ], data_scan[teller-1 ][0], 
data_scan[teller] [ 1 ], data_scan[teller] [0], 

VAL_RED); 

teller++; 
while (ti4-ti3<0.099) { 

ti4=Timer(); 

mouse = GetGlobalMouseState (&Handle, &dumm, &dumm, 
&dumm,&right_button, &dumm); 

Tot_dig=O; 
status= DIG_Out_Port (1, 0, Tot_dig); 
break; 

return 0; 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
/* Quit program */ 
1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
int Quit_func (int panel, int control, int event, 

void *callbackData, int eventData 1, int eventData2) 

switch (event) { 
case EVENT_COMMIT: 

yesno = ConfirmPopup ("Confirm", "Do you really want to quit"); 
if (yesno == 1) { 

QuitUserlnterface (0); 
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break; 

return 0; 

1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
/* Save multilayerdata */ 
1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

int Save_data (int panel, int control, int event, 
void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 

static int 
static int 
static int 

1" 
' 

boolname; 
statusQ; 

/* indexnumber *I 
/* nameparameter */ 
/* staus of the Q-file *I 

switch (event) { 
case EVENT_COMMIT: 

GetProjectDir (dirname); 
status= FileSelectPopup ("dirname", "*.dat", "*.dat", "Data 

storage", VAL_SAVE_BUTTON, 0, 0, 1, 1, pathname); 
statusQ=status; 
if (status != 0) { 

} 

file_handle = OpenFile (pathname, V AL_ WRITE_ONL Y, 
VAL_TRUNCATE,V AL_ASCII); 

status= FmtFile (file_handle, "%s\n", Sample_name); 
status= FmtFile (file_handle, "%s\n", Sample_text1); 

status= FmtFile (file_handle, "%s\n", Sample_text2); 
status = ArrayToFile (pathname, param_ val, 
V AL_DOUBLE, 12,1, V AL_DAT A_MULTIPLEXED, 
VAL_GROUPS_AS_COLUMNS, V AL_CONST_ WIDTH, 

10, V AL_ASCII, V AL_APPEND); 
status = ArrayToFile (pathname, Data_ val, 
VAL_DOUBLE,3*Var_loop, 3, 
V AL_DATA_MULTIPLEXED, 
V AL_GROUPS_AS_COLUMNS, 
V AL_CONST_ WIDTH, 10, V AL_ASCII, 

VAL_APPEND); 
status= CloseFile (file_handle); 

if (statusQ != 0) { 
boolname=O; 
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break; 

return 0; 
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for (i=O; i<IOO; i++) { 

} 

if (boolname==O) { 
if (pathname[i]=='.' && pathname[i+ I ]=='d' 
&& pathname[i+2]=='a' && 
pathname[i+ 3]=='t') { 

pathname[i]='Q'; 
pathname[i+ I]='.'; 
pathname[i+2]='d'; 
pathname[i+3]='a'; 
pathname[i+4 ]='t'; 
boolname= I; 

for (i=O;i<IOO;i++) { 
pathnameQ[i]=pathname[i]; 

file_handle = OpenFile (pathnameQ, V AL_ WRITE_ONL Y, 
V AL_ TRUNCATE,V AL_ASCII); 
status= FmtFile (file_handle, "%s\n", "layernumber Cu
charge[muC] Co-charge[muC] pos-charge time"); 
status = ArrayToFile (pathnameQ, charge, V AL_DOUBLE, 
5*Loop_ var, 5, V AL_DAT A_MULTIPLEXED, 
VAL_GROUPS_AS_COLUMNS, 
V AL_CONST_ WIDTH, 12, VAL_ASCII, 

V AL_APPEND); 
status= CloseFile (file_handle); 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
I* Save scandata */ 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
int Save_scan (int panel, int control, int event, 

void *callbackData, int eventDatai, int eventData2) 

switch (event) { 
case EVENT_COMMIT: 

GetProjectDir (dirname); 
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break; 
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status= FileSelectPopup ("dirname", "*.dat", "*.dat", "Data 
storage", VAL_SAVE_BUTTON, 0, 0, 1, 1, pathname); 

if (status != 0) { 
file_handle = OpenFile (pathname, V AL_ WRITE_ONL Y, 

VAL_TRUNCATE,VAL_ASCII); 
status = ArrayToFile (pathname, data_scan, 

V AL_DOUBLE, 3*teller, 3, 
V AL_DATA_MULTIPLEXED, 
V AL_GROUPS_AS_COLUMNS, 
V AL_ CON ST_ WIDTH, 10, V AL_ASCII, 
V AL_APPEND); 

status= CloseFile (file_handle); 

return 0; 

1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
I* Print graph *I 
1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *I 
int Print_func (int panel, int control, int event, 

void *callbackData, int eventData1, int eventData2) 

switch (event) { 
case EVENT_COMMIT: 

SetPrintAttribute (ATTR_PAPER_ WIDTH, 
VAL_USE_PRINTER_DEFAULT); 

SetPrintAttribute (ATTR_PAPER_HEIGHT, 
VAL_USE_PRINTER_DEFAULT); 

SetPrintAttribute (ATTR_ORIENTATION, VAL_LANDSCAPE); 
SetPrintAttribute (A TTR_XRESOLUTION, 240); 
SetPrintAttribute (A TIR_ YRESOLUTION, 144); 
SetPrintAttribute (ATTR_XOFFSET, -1); 
SetPrintAttribute (ATTR_YOFFSET, -1); 
SetPrintAttribute (ATTR_COLOR_MODE, VAL_BW); 
SetPrintAttribute (ATTR_DUPLEX, V AL_SIMPLEX); 
SetPrintAttribute (ATTR_EJECT_AFTER, 1); 
SetPrintAttribute (ATTR_NUMCOPIES, 1); 
if (printbool==O) { 
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break; 

} 
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printStatus = PrintCtrl (prcCtrl , PRC_CTRL_Proc_graph, 
"" 0 O)· 

' ' ' 
printStatus = PrintCtrl (prcCtrl, PRC_CTRL_Data_box, "", 

0, 0); 

if (printbool==l) { 
printStatus = PrintCtrl (scanmenu, 

SCAN_MENU_SCAN_GRAPH, "" , 0, 0); 

return 0; 

1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
/* Online plotten */ 
1*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
int Online (int panel , int control, int event, 

void *callbackData, int eventData 1, int eventData2) 

switch (event) { 
case EVENT_COMMIT: 

status = GetCtrlVal (settingsmenu, 
ADVA_SET_Online_Plot, &online); 

if (online==1) { 

} 

status = SetCtrlAttribute (settingsmenu, 
ADVA_SET_Time_Scale,ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
status= SetCtrlAttribute (settingsmenu, 

ADVA_SET_ts_text1 ,ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
status = SetCtrlAttribute (settingsmenu, 
ADV A_SET _ts_text2, ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 
status= SetCtrlAttribute (settingsmenu, 
ADV A_SET _Points_sec,ATTR_DIMMED, 0); 

if ( online==O) { 
status = SetCtrlAttribute (settingsmenu, 
ADVA_SET_Time_Scale,ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
status = SetCtrlAttribute (settingsmenu, 
ADVA_SET_ts_text1 ,ATTR_DIMMED, 1); 
status = SetCtrlAttribute (settingsmenu, 
ADV A_SET _ts_text2,ATTR_DIMMED, 1 ); 
status = SetCtrlAttribute (settingsmenu, 
ADV A_SET _Points_sec,ATTR_DIMMED, 1 ); 
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break; 

return 0; 
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MR measurements 

B.l MR versus Cu layer thickness 

This section contains an overwiew of the MR measurements as function of the Cu layer 
thickness. The MR is measured with the applied field perpendicular and parallel to the 
nanowires. The GMR-ratio is corrected for changes in the resistances due to temperature 
instahilities etc. 
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B.2 MR versus temperature 

This section contains an overwiew of the MR measurements used for determing the relation 
between the MR and temperature. The MR is measured with the applied field parallel to the 
nanowires for all temperatures, except at 9K where the applied field perpendicular to the 
nanowires is measured as well. The figures are ordered in decreasing temperature. 
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Appendix B MR measurements 
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